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nodding, saying, “The Yeftero Race is too overbearing. I’ve come this time to 
search for the primitive inscriptions of the three races, mainly to complete the 
Elemental Curses. I intend to use them to heal a Glaciem Race powerhouse 
and unite forces with their Master to confront the Four Ancient Races.” Zeno 
also spoke up from the side, ‘You’re a powerhouse of the Tribunal Race, and 
the Master of the Heavenly Secrets Pavilion is also a living being of the 
Tribunal Race. I’m the most trusted subordinate of Theron. We’re on the same 
boat.” 

“Mr. Gustav, rest assured. Once I comprehend all the primitive inscriptions of 
the Dark World, I’ll be able to open the formation and allow you to leave,” 
James declared with determination. 

“Hehe,” Gustav chuckled lightly. 

James’ thoughts raced, and he said, ‘You can also ask the Fatescribe Sect 
about the method of refining a Boundarybreaker Rune capable of traversing 
all formations. I’ll leave the Prison World with the rune, gather materials from 
the outside world, and return here to give you the rune for your escape.” 

“That’s a good idea.” Gustav’s face showed a hint of joy. He continued, “The 
Prison World has too many living beings, resulting in a shortage of cultivation 
resources. If we were in the outside world, we could certainly mass-produce 
the Boundarybreaker Runes.” 

James’ words gave Gustav hope for departure. 

Subsequently, they found temporary accommodations at Eminence Academy, 
and this time, they were not confined to a dungeon. 

In a manor on a spiritual mountain of Eminence Academy, James breathed a 
sigh of relief and said, “That was a close call. Luckily, I had the oil lamp in my 
hand to prove that I came from the outside world. Otherwise, I might have 
been deceived by that black piggy.” Zeno also expressed lingering fear, 
saying, ‘Yeah, a bunch of powerhouses. Any one of them would be stronger 
than me in the peak state of my past life.” 

James’ current expression was more relaxed. He leaned back in his chair and 
lazily said, “This time, I’ve connected with the number one powerhouse in the 



Prison World. With him stepping in, obtaining the primitive inscriptions of the 
Metallum, Silva, and Tellus Races will be much simpler.” 

James and the others patiently waited in Eminence Academy, while Gustav 
gathered some of the top powerhouses in the Prison World. 

“It has been confirmed that James is indeed from the outside world, and he is 
not a patroller of the Prison World. He came here to obtain the primitive 
inscriptions of the Metallum, Silva, and Tellus Races,” said Gustav. 

“Hmph.” The Sect Leader of the Fatescribe Sect coldly replied, “Regardless of 
where he comes from, that piggy came with them. Now, it has taken the 
Boundarybreaker Rune and departed. To obtain the rune, we need to start 
with them.” 

Gustav scolded, “Useless! They come from the outside world. If we entrust 
them with the method of refining a Boundarybreaker Rune, they will have 
countless resources in the outside world, and they can definitely refine many 
runes. This way, everyone can leave.” At that moment, a powerhouse asked, 
“Should we trust James?” 

“If he’s not trustworthy, letting him leave means we might lose our chance to 
escape.” 

Many powerhouses asked. 

The key was whether James was reliable. 

“Maybe. My gut feeling is that he is trustworthy. Now, the only way is to place 
our bet on him and entrust him with the method of refining the 
Boundarybreaker Rune. Let him take it out, search for materials in the outside 
world, and then bring them back,” Gustav said decisively. 

“What about the piggy?” 

‘Yeah, can we just ignore it just like that?” 

Many powerhouses looked at Gustav. 

After some thought, Gustav said, ‘Then, let’s use James and the others to try 
to lure it out. I don’t know what kind of method it has used, but even I can’t 
sense its aura.” 
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effectively collect materials in the outside world and refine the rune. At that 
point, bringing out a large number of powerhouses from the Prison World 
would spell doomsday for the Four Ancient Races. 

On the square outside the main hall of the Eminence Academy, James, Thea, 
and Zeno were all bound. 

Gustav stood outside the main hall and said, “Piggy, I’ll give you ten thousand 
years to bring the Boundarybreaker Rune to my Eminence Academy. I can 
overlook the past. 

Otherwise, your friends will have no resting place.” Gustav’s voice echoed, 
spreading throughout the Prison World. 

Anywhere in the Prison World could hear his voice. 

James and the others were confused. They believed everything was settled 
and wondered why they were still bound. 

Inside a tavern in a small city of the Prison World, a handsome man sat by the 
window. He was Quattro transformed into a human appearance. Holding a 
cup of wine, he drank leisurely. 

Hearing the transmitted voice, he furrowed his brows slightly, then muttered 
softly, “Dragon King, Ms. Thea, I’m really sorry. I can’t stay in this small place. 
I want to go out to the outside world and shine brilliantly there. Rest assured, 
I’ll stand at the pinnacle of the world sooner or later and come back to avenge 
you.” 

Quattro evaluated his current form, then said, “The defense of my true form is 
stronger. This human form’s defense is too weak.” 

Although he was a human in his past life, he disliked his human form. If he 
had not needed to avoid outside powerhouses this time, he would not have 
transformed into a human form. 

However, he could not leave yet. He knew that once he took out the box 
containing the Boundarybreaker Rune, its aura would be sensed instantly. 

Perhaps even before he took out the rune, powerhouses would arrive and 
capture him. 



Gustav’s voice echoed throughout the Prison World, and Quattro who was 
hidden somewhere heard it. However, he had no intention of showing himself 
or using the Boundarybreaker Rune to save James. For him, leaving was 
more important. Moreover, he believed that James could survive. 

In front of the main hall of the Eminence Academy, James and the others 
were bound, while Gustav stood at the entrance. As time passed, the deadline 
of ten thousand years arrived. 

‘That damned piggy,” Zeno cursed. As the time arrived, he loudly said, “Mr. 

Gustav, I’m a Sect Elder of the Heavenly Secrets Pavilion in the Dark World of 
the outside world. The Master of the pavilion is also a living being of the 
Tribunal Race. We’ve got a connection!” 

Zeno genuinely feared that Gustav might kill him in a fit of anger. 

Gustav casually waved his hand, and the seals on James, Thea, and Zeno 
were lifted. 
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Gustav approached with a trace of helplessness on his face, saying, “I just 
wanted to use you to see if we could lure that black piggy out. It seems he 
truly had no sentiment towards you. He wouldn’t come to save you with the 
Boundarybreaker Rune.” 

Then, he waved his hand, and an inscription materialized, floating towards 
James. 

“This is the method to create the Extreme Boundarybreaker Rune. Take it with 
you, create some runes, and come back to rescue us,” said Gustav. 

James accepted it and said, “I came here for the primitive inscriptions of the 
Metallum, Silva, and Tellus Races. Now, I haven’t obtained them. How can I 
leave?” 

Gustav waved his hand again, and a series of mysterious inscriptions 
appeared. 

“I’ve obtained them for you. Here are the primitive inscriptions of the Metallum, 
Silva, and Tellus Races. Take them and leave as soon as possible. Although I 



trust you, many powerhouses may not. If they insist on keeping you, I won’t be 
able to help you.” James received the inscriptions of the three races happily. 
He thought obtaining them would require some effort, but it turned out to be so 
easy. 

‘Thank you, Mr. Gustav,” James expressed his gratitude. 

Gustav then glanced at James and said calmly, “You can leave, but she 
stays.” 

He pointed at Thea. 

“No, I must leave with her,” James refused immediately. 

Gustav snorted coldly, saying, “What if you never return? Leave her as a 
hostage. You can only bring her with you whenever you bring the 
Boundarybreaker Rune to the Prison World.” 

“I…” 

“Brat, this is my line in the sand,” Gustav said sternly. 

Then, he took a deep breath, softening his tone, and said, ” Rest assured, 
even though she possesses a rare Tenebrous Body, nothing will happen to 
her under my protection at the Eminence Academy. No living being can bother 
her.” 

James’ expression was filled with uncertainty. He never expected Gustav to 
leave Thea behind as a hostage. 

At this moment, Thea stepped forward and said, “Honey, Mr. Gustav is a 
Quasi Bliss Rank powerhouse. His words should be trustworthy. I should be 
fine at the Eminence Academy, and my current cultivation realm is too weak. 
Following you to the outside world would only be a burden. I’ll stay here and 
cultivate seriously.” 

Gustav also added, “Brat, rest assured and go. She’ll be safe in my academy, 
and having a Tenebrous Body is extraordinary. I’m curious to see how fast 
she can progress in cultivation. 

Besides, I’ll take her as a personal disciple and impart my knowledge to her.” 



Upon hearing this, joy spread across Thea’s face. She promptly knelt down 
and said, “Greetings, Master.” 

Gustav waved his hand, and a powerful force materialized, lifting Thea from 
her kneeling position. 

“I want to stay too,” said Zeno, his eyes darting around, leaving his thoughts 
unclear. 

“You want to stay too?” James frowned. 

Zeno nodded and said, “I want to join the Fatescribe Sect.” 

He looked at Gustav, a trace of pleading in his expression.” Please 
recommend me to join the sect, Mr. Gustav.” 

“No problem,” Gustav agreed without hesitation. 

Joy appeared on Zeno’s face. He then patted James on the shoulder, smiling. 

“James, you’re going back alone this time. When you return next time, my 
cultivation base will surely have returned to its peak.” Thea also looked at 
James, saying, “Honey, be careful when you go out this time. I’ll be diligently 
cultivating here.” 

With everything settled, James did not say anything more. At this moment, 
another thought crossed his mind. 

His eyes roamed as he asked, “Mr. Gustav, I’ve cultivated a signature martial 
art skill. The more primitive inscriptions I comprehend, the stronger the skill 
becomes. I wonder how many different races’ primitive inscriptions your 
Eminence Academy has. Could you gift them to me?” 

Gustav replied calmly, “Brat, don’t be too greedy. The primitive inscriptions 
from any race are extraordinary. A living being can spend their whole life and 
still not comprehend them fully. Cultivating the primitive inscriptions of one 
race to the peak can elevate one’s cultivation base to the top. It’s better to 
focus on studying the primitive inscriptions of one race.” 

James continued to ask, “It’s said that the Prison World is the Ancestral Site, 
the birthplace of countless races. I want to know if the humans were born 



there, and where the primitive inscriptions accompanying the birth of humans 
are located.” 
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branching out across countless planes. Even in the territories of major races 
within the Dark Worlds, the presence of humans persisted. However, James 
had never come across their primitive inscriptions. 

He wondered if humans originated in the Ancestral Site. James pondered the 
whereabouts of the primitive inscriptions that accompanied the birth of 
humans and which human powerhouse might control them. 

Gustav spoke, “The human race is the head of all spirits, indeed born in the 
Ancestral Site. However, I’m uncertain about the location or the powerhouse 
in possession of the primitive inscriptions that accompanied the emergence of 
the Human Race.” Regarding James’ inquiry, even Gustav could not provide a 
clear answer. He continued, “When the Ancestral Site was intact and the 
myriad races coexisted brilliantly, there were no restrictions on entering the 
Halcyon Road. Perhaps, during that time, human powerhouses had already 
departed with the primitive inscriptions, or maybe they left them behind. As for 
the specifics, I have no idea.” Upon hearing this, a sense of disappointment 
appeared on James’ face. 

Gustav seemed to recall something and suggested, “You can visit the 
ancestral village of the humans.” 

“Ancestral village?” James frowned as he asked, “What place is that?” 

Gustav explained, “It is the birthplace of the Human Race and the location 
where the primitive runes of the Human Race appeared.” 

“Where is the ancestral village?” James glimpsed a glimmer of hope. 

Gustav shook his head as he said, “I’ve no idea. The Ancestral Site was 
shattered and transformed into many regions. This Prison World is just one of 
the largest areas. Many regions disappeared, perhaps turning into a plane or 
forming a planet within a plane.” 

Gustav shared some information that he was aware of. 

“Alright, leave as soon as possible. Once you’re in the outside world, gather 
materials quickly. If there are no living beings capable of refining the 



Boundarybreaker Rune that can traverse all formations, bring the materials 
here. Let the Fatescribe Sect of the Prison World handle the refinement,” 

Gustav issued a departure order. 

James had initially planned to cultivate within the Prison World for some time. 

However, Gustav had issued a departure order, urgently wanting to leave and 
instructing James to search for materials in the outside world as soon as 
possible. 

James did not hastily depart. Wearing a bright smile, he said, “Mr. Gustav, 
considering my low cultivation base and the presence of numerous 
powerhouses in the outside world, gathering materials might prove 
challenging. Could you bestow upon me some life-saving magic treasure?” 

A Quasi Bliss Rank powerhouse surely possessed numerous magic 
treasures. 

James sought the attention of Gustav’s treasures. 

“You brat,” Gustav sighed with a hint of helplessness. He casually waved, and 
an inscription materialized, floating toward James. 

‘This inscription contains a soul sigil I left behind. Activating it will summon a 
clone of mine. However, it’s a one-time use. It’ll disappear after activation. 
Also, I’m not sure whether you can leave with it. When the major races initially 
set up formations, they prohibited anything containing a soul from leaving.” 

Gustav was not very sure if James could leave with the inscription because no 
one had ever tried it, nor had the patroller of the Prison World. 

James did not bother with the uncertainty and accepted it. 

“Goodbye, Mr. Gustav.” James clasped his hands, then looked at Thea and 
said, “Wait for my return, darling.” 

After saying this, he turned and left. 

“This brat is leaving without even saying goodbye to me,” Zeno complained. 

James departed from the Eminence Academy, and his whereabouts fell under 
Quattro’s surveillance. As soon as he left, Quattro was aware. 



James had no intention of lingering in the Prison World for long because he 
had already achieved his purpose for this journey. 
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revealed James’ identity before his departure. The Yefteros would surely 
investigate his relationship with Thea soon, and this could lead them to find 
out the Endlos. 

Concerned about this possibility, he needed to depart quickly to assess the 
situation in the outside world. Soon, he appeared at the edge of the formation. 

“Hold on, fellow cultivator.” Just as James held the soul lamp and was about 
to leave, a voice reached him. 

Turning toward the sound, he saw a handsome but roguish- looking young 
man in his twenties standing before him. 

“Who are you?” James frowned slightly. 

“It’s me, Quattro,” the man spoke in a low voice. 

‘You little rascal, I ought to…” James was furious. This black piglet had nearly 
caused his death. 

Quattro quickly retreated, abruptly stopping his actions, and said, “Calm down, 
sir. Don’t be angry. I had no choice, and I wanted to leave too.” 

James suppressed his anger because he knew he could not defeat Quattro. 

“How dare you show up?” He looked at Quattro, who had transformed into a 
human appearance, with a cold snort and said, “Don’t you know how many 
powerhouses are currently searching for you?” 

Quattro had a nonchalant expression as he said, “Let them be. They can’t 
sense me as long as I don’t reveal my aura.” 

“Why are you looking for me?” James asked indifferently. 

Quattro said, “I need your help to leave.” 

‘The Boundarybreaker Rune is in your hands. You can leave anytime. 
Besides, I don’t have the strength to take you away,” said James. 



Quattro wore a bitter expression, saying, “Damn it, this box with the 
Boundarybreaker Rune is sealed, and I can’t open it. Once I summon the box, 
its aura will leak, and powerhouses will detect it. I know you have extensive 
supernatural powers and proficiency in runes. I want you to help me unlock 
the seal on the box. I can leave once the Boundarybreaker Rune is taken out.” 

Quattro was genuinely helpless. He did not want to take risks and could only 
rely on James for a safe departure. 

He said, “I’ll give you the box. Take it to the formation and break the seal on 
top. 

The powerhouses of the Prison World won’t sense the box’s presence within 
the formation.” 

“Are you not afraid I’ll take the box and leave?” James glanced at him. 

“Hehe, I believe you aren’t that kind of person.” Quattro chuckled and said, 
‘Take me out, sir. We can make a name for ourselves together in countless 
planes and the Dark World.” 

James fell into contemplation. Although Quattro was unreliable, he was 
exceptionally strong. Being able to seize treasures from numerous 
powerhouses in the Prison World demonstrated its extraordinary capabilities. 
If James could bring him out, he might be helpful in the future. 

However, this black piglet had nearly tricked him to death this time, making 
James somewhat distrustful. 

Seeing James hesitate, Quattro immediately said, “Rest assured, sir. I’ll 
discuss everything with you beforehand after this. I won’t cause trouble or 
chaos for you again.” 

‘Til trust you one more time. Give me the box,” said James as he reached his 
hand out. 

With a thought, Quattro manifested a box in front of him. He enveloped the 
box with runes that had accompanied him since birth, preventing its aura from 
leaking out. 

James took the box and said, “Wait here. I’ll go to the formation and try to 
break the seal on the box within the formation.” 
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formation. After stowing away the box, he took the oil lamp and walked toward 
the formation. 

The faint glow from the oil lamp illuminated the formation, revealing a crack. 
On the side, Quattro watched as James entered the formation, his eyes 
spinning rapidly. Shortly after, he followed suit. 

Despite the crack in the formation, a powerful force sent Quattro flying the 
moment he approached and entered it. James turned to look and saw Quattro 
sprawled on the ground in the distance. 

He said, “It’s not working. This place is covered by a formation set up by 
numerous Quasi Bliss Rank powerhouses. If it was easy to leave, Gustav 
would have done so long ago without needing the Boundarybreaker Rune.” 

Quattro got up, wiped the blood from his mouth, and grinned. He replied, “Sir, 
we’re counting on you now.” 

James cautiously moved towards the center of the formation. He had an 
inscription given by Gustav that was capable of summoning a combat clone of 
Gustav. He worried about whether he could bring it out. 

James moved forward carefully. After covering some distance without any 
unusual reactions, he breathed a sigh of relief. He reached the central region 
of the formation, which had multiple layers of formations away from the Prison 
World. 

He took out the box, deactivated the inscription that was placed by Quattro, 
and examined the box. Inside was the Boundarybreaker Rune, and on the box 
were some mysterious restrictions that even James could not decipher 
immediately. 

He sat in a lotus position, creating a time formation around him, and began to 
contemplate the inscription on the box. Although the inscription was 
mysterious, it was not overly profound. 

Given James’ understanding of inscriptions, unraveling them was relatively 
easy. Soon, he opened the box and took out the Boundarybreaker Rune 
inside. 



Looking at it, James fell into contemplation. Now, he hesitated. He considered 
whether to take the rune for Gustav and bring him along to leave, or to give it 
to Quattro. 

Gustav’s cultivation base was at the Quasi Bliss Rank. If he went out, he 
would surely overturn the Four Ancient Races. However, his power was 
overwhelming. 

Once outside, James would lose control over him. He could not even demand 
anything. 

Quattro was different. He was also an earthling in his past life, belonging to 
the Endlos Plane. If there were difficulties in the Endlos, he would certainly not 
stand by. After weighing the pros and cons, James decided to give it to 
Quattro. 

Moreover, he now possessed the primitive inscriptions of the Metallum, Silva, 
and Tellus Races. Cultivating the Elemental Curse was only a matter of time. 

Once mastered, he could recover Qairo. 

Qairo was at the peak of Quasi Bliss Rank. Moreover, he would listen to 
James’ commands. James did not need Gustav at all if Qairo was here. 

James deactivated the time formation, held the oil lamp, and walked towards 
the Prison World once again. He knew that if the Boundarybreaker Rune’s 
aura was sensed, many powerhouses would appear. Thus, he activated an 
inscription to conceal its aura. 

Soon, he appeared in the Prison World. Seeing Quattro anxiously awaiting 
him, he smiled and said, “Getting impatient, huh?” 

“No, not at all.” Quattro pretended to be calm. 

James handed over the Boundarybreaker Rune covered with inscriptions to 
Quattro, saying, “The box is opened. I’ve taken out the rune.” 

Quattro received it joyfully. James then casually waved, and an inscription 
appeared. 



“I don’t know where you’ll end up in the outside world after using the 
Boundarybreaker Rune. Hold onto this inscription. Once I leave the formation, 
I’ll contact you as soon as possible.” 

 


